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The challenges of COVID-19 pandemic 
on university operation worldwide

• Many institutions globally were forced to transform from face-to-
face lecturers into digital learning providers in a very short period of 
time. 

• Educators find themselves not well prepared to move to an online 
operating model. 

• Universities are increasingly encountered with new dimensional 
challenges to ensure adequate student interaction, engagement and 
success.
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Universities in Taiwan 
overcame all challenges 
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Taiwan experiences
to share

Big data & transparency
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Taiwan experiences to share

National Health Command Center (NHCC) issues guidelines for schools. 

Central command 

Dr. SC Chen, Chief Commander,  
attended Yuanpei’s anniversary 
gala dinner in 2018 
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Well prepared with E-learning system 
@ Yuanpei

Students can download learning APP  7



Learning circumstances under 
COVID-19 pandemic (1/2)

•Universities in Taiwan continue to open.

•Temperature would be measured for everyone 
when entering the university. 

•Students can take sick leave when feeling unwell. 
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Learning circumstances under 
COVID-19 pandemic(2/2)

•Face to face lectures continue to deliver 

(Everyone needs to wear masks in the classroom)  

•Lectures with student numbers exceeding 100 need to 
start the online learning model

•Social distancing needs to be maintained in any place 
such as a meeting room where students clustered. 9



Yuanpei experiences to share

Clear guidelines for Universities

Airy lecture space Lecturer needs to wear a mask 10



Students strategies in learning 
under COVID-19 Pandemic

•Manage mind

•Stay focus

•Be curious 

•Keep fit 
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Manage mind

 Independent but not alone
 Emotional support
 Panic reduce program 
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Stay focus

Self-discipline

Self-motivation

Self-regulation

Self-achievement 

Source: https://my.queens.edu/cafe/SitePages/Practical%20Resources%20for%20Writing.aspx
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Be curious

New Normal

New thinking

New learning

New finding
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Keep fit

Source:  https://www.who.int/campaigns/connecting-the-world-to-combat-coronavirus/healthyathome/healthyathome---mental-health
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Academic performance under 
COVID-19 Pandemic

How to evaluate

What to evaluate

When to evaluate
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How to evaluate

•Qualitative: Diary, Notes, Chat, Interviews

•Quantitative: Questionnaire  
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What to evaluate

•Contents of lectures

• Learning materials

•Classroom arrangement

•Online examination
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Video watching (Learning material)

Individual scoring system (online examination)
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Distribution of students’ score

Mean Max Min
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I learned a lot of knowledge in health management this
semester, because there are so many units integrated with
different courses, like the initial aromatherapy. Different
essential oils have different functions. I feel very soothing. I
also buy mint when I go home. Essential oils can really relax me
a lot! I was happy that the course also invited the director of
the health and leisure management to give us a lecture, such as
BMI conversion and some basic concepts about health.
Personally I think this class is quite interesting, and they are all

close to life. After took this course,
I become more familiar
with health issues. I could
pay attention to the health
problems of myself and my
family.
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Example: Feedback from the student

Thank you to so many teachers for taking turns to deliver lectures. 
Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, we shifted the classroom several 
times and even applied the video conference lecturing. I appreciated 
all the extra efforts teachers devoted to the teaching. 
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When to evaluate

For every student
Mid-term (The 9th week)
Final-term (The 18th week)
Message board (online)

For students with sick leave
Mid-term (The 9th week)
Final-term (The 18th week)
Returned from sick leave
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Conclusions   
Clear guidelines from the government, universities in Taiwan 

were all well prepared before the students returning to 
school soon after the COVID 19 outbreak.

Teachers at Yuanpei were informed and mentored by the 
experts to learn various online teaching models.

Students were adopted quickly with the 
online/APP mode of learning system.

Emotional and physical health were 
catered during the COVID 19 pandemic. 
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Thank you for your attention

More information, please contact Dr. Huang at 
sharinehuang@gmail.com
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